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Institutional Distinctiveness 

Title of the Practice: Green and Clean Environment 

According to the current situation of the world, Green and fresh environment has become the 
most important thing in the daily life and everyone wants to maintain the greenery for the fresh 
air because it is good for health. Planting trees and plants in our surroundings is the best way to 

reduce pollution and making environment clean and green. thus the institution has a ritual to 

plant the trees on Environment day, earth day, Orientation day of new class and on other 

OCcasions. 

Goals: 

To promote the greenery in the environment. 

To develop nurturing nature among the individuals. T 
To develop a sense of responsibility for making environment fresh 

To raise awareness of caring the nature. 
To do a selfless investment for the future. 
To develop responsibility among students for the environment. 

Context: We used to grow the trees and plants on the important occasions. we instruct our 
students to plant the trees in surroundings and also the staff engagement grows the plants in 

college campus and at the residence places. we also promote the students with gardening craft to 
take the initiatives to plant the more plants. 

The Practice: Plants are a sign of greenery, freshness and protectors of the environment and 
Earth. It is a gesture that shows your trust the person With the responsibility of a plant. Our 

institution is a teacher education institute, where various curricular and co- curricular activities 
take place. Whether it may be orientation program, Environment day, earth day etc. when our 

management and students plan the trees. Planting a plant also mean is that we are telling nature is 
so beautiful and important for our life and save the plants and care of them to maintain a green 

environment. 
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